Fleximould: the flexible
thermoforming module
Forming of thermoplastics via pinforming

Series of One - cost efficient and environmentally sustainable
Fleximould was developed by the Dutch technology
developer Demcon. It consists of a reusable, automated
module that can be used as a mould for thermoforming on
the principle of pinforming. Fleximould is the cost efficient
solution for all cases, where thermoformed products
are the objective, but the expenditures for building
conventional moulds are way too high. Individual products,
prototypes and series of one - with Fleximould they can
be accomplished in just a few hours. Your mould, that
you otherwise would be waiting several weeks for, will
arise right in front of your eyes. Also, the environmentally
sustainable system is utilizing the same pins over and
over again. No waste, no crowded stock of moulds. You
just store your CAD-Data files and you can reproduce the
moulds yourself anytime again. With Fleximould.
Fleximould can be used with any thermoformable plastics
that come in sheets and can be used for thermoforming in
general. Fleximould consists of the pin form itself, a bigger
setting mechanism for adjusting every pin and of your
thermoforming machine with corresponding mould volume.
Based on your CAD-Data, the setting mechanism calculates
the contour that it then sets pin by pin. By doing this in
parallel for multiple pins at once the time for setting a new

mould can be reduced a lot. Once it is set, the mechanism
that locks every pin in place makes it safe to thermoform
any number of copies without losing the exact shape.

Funded as part of the INTERREG “Smart Production” project.

Freely adjustable pins and a linear robot are
the main components
The resulting typical pin form surface texture can be
integrated as a stabilizing element of the design. For more
accurate details, that have to go without the pin texture, a
3D-printed part can be placed onto a spared out position
on the pin bed. “Interpolating rubber mats” and “forms on
a form” are two more of the endless possibilities for more
advanced utilization of the Fleximould.
Just give us a call and let us talk about your application,
that Fleximould can be a solution for!
The Smart Production project is part of the INTERREG
program Germany-Nederland, co-financed with funds from
the European Fund for Regional Development (EFRE), the
Ministry of Economy, Energy, Industry, Small and MediumSized Enterprises of the State of North Rhine-Westphalia
(MWEIMH NRW), and the Ministerie van Economische
Zaken, as well as the provinces of Fryslân, Gelderland
and Overijssel.

With Fleximould you are able to produce thermoformed
plastic elements - fast and cost efficient.

Enjoy the sustainable freedom of creating shapes and choosing materials
Your individual production process could fit our solution perfectly. Ask us for an individual quotation!
Fleximould S

Fleximould M

Fleximould L

Size of the mould

300mm x 400mm

400mm x 600mm

600mm x 800mm

Number of pins

4,000 pins

8,000 pins

16,000 pins

Hight

80-300 mm

80-300 mm

80-300 mm

Lead time

1.5 hours

3 hours

6 hours

Pin diameter

6 mm

6 mm

6 mm

Price for the Fleximould-System
excl. thermoforming machine

95,000 Euro

130,000 Euro

185,000 Euro

Plus thermoforming machine, i. e.

120,000 Euro

170,000 Euro

250,000 Euro
Examples of prices for your calculation.
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